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Mary’s School of Prophecy 
First 3 Beasts in Daniel 7 Have Come and Gone 

 
We will cover half of Daniel chapter number 7 and the other half tomorrow night 
and Daniel 7 is amazing just as, we talked about last week, Daniel chapter number 
4, and the reason it's amazing is because it's coming true. And as I said in the title, 
the first three beasts in Daniel 7 have come and gone, and I can't think of any 
other prophecy channel on YouTube that even understands that the first three 
beasts have already come. So how can they tell you they've come and gone if they 
don't know who they are? And there are many people on YouTube and elsewhere 
who try to tell you who the Antichrist is, but they can't tell you who the first three 
beasts are. The Antichrist is the fourth beast. How can they tell you who the fourth 
beast is, if they can tell you who the first three beasts are? 
 
On this program I will tell you who the first three beasts are, but I won't tell you who 
the Antichrist is because I don't know yet, but there's no doubt that the fourth beast 
is the evil one of these End Times, and the first three beasts as I have said have all 
come and gone. So we'll go through Daniel chapter number 7, verse by verse and 
we will discover the most important part of the prophecy is hidden, just as it is with 
all of Daniel’s vision chapters.  
 
His first six chapters are called the history chapters. The last six chapters are 
called the vision chapters, that is 7 through 12 and actually if you watch my other 
programs you know there are only five vision chapters because 10 and 12 actually 
are the same chapter. And of course that gives you the numerology which we find 
in all apocalyptic literature, even Matthew 24, and that is that the number 6 or 
multiples thereof are followed by the number 5 or multiples thereof. And that simply 
means that the Antichrist 6 6 6 will be defeated by 5 5 5 which is Mary's Rosary. 
And that's not a very popular message, but it will be when the time is too late for 
most people. That's why I have moved to my refuge because I understand that the 
world will become very dangerous, because they don't accept the true prophecies 
of these End Times. 
 
So let's begin with saying our prayers first, so let’s do Come, Holy Spirit. In the 
name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen. Come, Holy Spirit, fill the 
hearts of thy faithful and enkindle in them the fire of thy love. Send forth thy spirit 
and they shall be created. And thou shalt renew the face of the earth. 
 
And now we’ll do Ida Peerdeman’s prayer. Lord Jesus Christ, Son of the Father, 
send now your spirit over the earth. Let the Holy Spirit live in the hearts of all 
nations, that they may be preserved from corruption, disaster and war. May the 
Lady of All Nations, who once was Mary, be our Advocate. Amen.  
 
And the reason the prayer says, “who once was Mary”, is because Mary now is our 
five-star general. She was not a five-star general when she was carrying the babe 
of Bethlehem, but she is now because she is prophesied in Genesis chapter 3 
verse 15 to crush the head of the serpent. So now I think we can look at verse 
number 1 and remember now, some of the rules in apocalyptic literature, and one 
of them is that numerology is extremely important, and in this chapter number 7 we 
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will find the number 4 is the key number and it is a key to discovering the hidden 
structure which tells us how to defeat the Antichrist. So let's look at verse number 
1, Daniel 7. 
 
“In the first year of Belshazzar king of Babylon, Daniel saw a dream:” notice 
by the way there are four elements in this very first verse, “and the vision of his 
head was upon his bed:” number 2, “and writing the dream, he 
comprehended it in few words:” number 3, “and relating the sum of it in 
short, he said:”  
 
So we are going to find that the number four is critical and we will find that these 
first three verses all feature the number four, however it’s not the same as 4 4 4 in 
Daniel 11: 4 4 4 in that chapter and elsewhere represents the United States or 
Barack Obama. Here it does not, even though there are three fours and that's 
because the character of the four in verse 1 has to do with the number of 
elements, whereas the actual word “four” is found in verses 2 and 3. 
 
So let's look at those again. “I saw in my vision by night, and behold the four 
winds of the heaven strove upon the great sea.” And the winds symbolize 
contention just as striving upon the great sea. Now many of the false prophets on 
YouTube are telling you that it’s the Mediterranean Sea, and I guess you could 
interpret it that way if you want to consider the four beasts in the near-time. All of 
Daniel’s great prophecies have both a near-time fulfilment and will have an End 
Times fulfilment. On this program we will talk about the End Times fulfillment 
because that pertains to us specifically. The near-time fulfilment is there mainly to 
verify that the End Times fulfillment will also come true, and that's a very common 
technique, especially in Daniel and other End Times prophecies. 
 
Verse number 3: “And four great beasts, different one from another, came up 
out of the sea.” Notice that they come up out of the sea. Later on the angel or 
perhaps Enoch and Elijah, I'm not sure who the person is that tells Daniel, says 
that the beasts come up out of the earth. That simply means that the beasts 
symbolize both a king and a kingdom, and that's important because my title was 
the “First 3 Beasts in Daniel 7 Have Come and Gone”. I am talking about the 
person who represents the beasts. I'm not talking about the kingdoms. I'm talking 
about the kings. The kingdoms stay until the very end, which is encouraging for 
those of us us here in the United States, as you'll see in a minute. 
 
Verse number 4: “The first was like a lioness, and had the wings of an eagle: I 
beheld till her wings were plucked off, and she was lifted up from the earth, 
and stood upon her feet as a man, and the heart of a man was given to her.” 
 
Now the false prophets who do give an End Times interpretation, and that's rare, 
that's few and far between as most understand the near-time fulfilment and they 
say this is a lion, not a lioness, and they say it represents Babylon. That's true in 
the near-time, but there is a contrast here. Either the contrast is between an animal 
and a man or between a woman and a man. Now if it's an animal, then it can be a 
lion, that is a male lion, and it stands upon its feet as a man and a man's heart is 
given to it, but if it symbolizes a person which is what I claim, the lioness is an 
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individual, then it must be a woman, because there is a contrast between the 
lioness and the heart of a man given to her, otherwise there would be no contrast. 
Therefore I believe that this translation which is the Douay-Rheims translation, the 
Catholic translation, St. Jerome's translation, is correct. The first beast is a lioness 
and not a lion as found in the King James Bible and practically all other Protestant 
Bibles. 
 
Now these beasts are not that hard to figure out. The lion has always been the 
symbol of Great Britain. The wings of an eagle; the eagle represents the United 
States. Everyone knows that, and when the eagles’ wings are plucked off the lion, 
that symbolizes America, a colony separating from Great Britain. In fact today we 
are celebrating that separation. The wings being plucked off; that refers to 
Independence Day, today. So we are celebrating what has already happened as 
far as verse number 4 goes. I'll tell you who the people are after we do these 
verses. 
 
Verse number 5: “And behold another beast like a bear stood up on one side 
and there were three ribs in the mouth thereof, and in the teeth thereof, and 
thus they said to it: Arise, devour much flesh.” 
 
Now here I take the King James translation which says three ribs. The Douay-
Rheims says three rows. I believe “ribs” is better because I think it corresponds 
better to the phrase, “devour much flesh”. I believe these three ribs symbolize the 
first three beasts which we are talking about, and I don't think it's too hard to figure 
out that the bear must be Russia in these End Times. The bear always symbolizes 
Russia. That's one of the most popular symbols for Russia. Now that's not the 
near-time fulfilment but in the End Times this beast refers to Russia, and 
“devouring much flesh” of course that's what Mary prophesied at Fatima, the 
Secret of Fatima. 
 
Verse number 6: “After this I beheld, and lo, another like a leopard, and it had 
upon it four wings as of a fowl, and the beast had four heads, and dominion 
was given to it.” 
 
Notice all the fours in this chapter, so far. Now 12 years ago I told you who this 
leopard was. I told you this leopard represented Barack Obama and the United 
States. This was before he was elected and I told you at that time I believe it was 
August 2008, you can check it out yourself that Obama would become the 
president because he was found in Bible prophecy. The four wings and the four 
heads represent Obama as the 44th President of the United States. Dominion was 
given to him because he was made president and he looks like a leopard because 
of his racial background. In other words leopards are made up of many different 
colors; black, white, brown, tan, yellow, many different colors. It represents the 
racial diversity of Barack Obama, and it also represents the United States, the 
racial diversity of America.  
 
The four wings represent the four branches of the military which sit on the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff command. The four heads represent the four heads of the Supreme 
Court. That would be the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, the President of the 
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United States, that's the second head. The third head would be the Speaker of the 
House and the fourth head would be the Vice President who heads up the Senate, 
in other words he presides over the Senate. So we see that the leopard in verse 
number 6 represents both the king that was Obama who has already come and 
gone, and the kingdom that is the United States.  
 
Now looking back at verse number 4, the lioness: the lioness we determined was 
Britain. The lioness that is the female person who is represented here, I am sure is 
Margaret Thatcher. And verse number 5 the person who represented the bear was 
Dmitry Medvedev. That's because his name in Russian means bear, and it's 
interesting that these three leaders, these three beasts, they did follow one another 
just exactly as Daniel prophesied 2500 years ago. Margaret Thatcher was Prime 
Minister of Britain from 1979 to 1990. Dmitry Medvedev was premier of Russia 
from 2008 to 2012, and Barack Obama was 2009 to 2017. So these three beasts 
the persons follow the exact sequence that Daniel gives in his chapter number 7.  
 
It's really an amazing prophecy and I don't know anybody who's telling you that. Is 
there anybody out here telling you that the the three beasts have come and gone? 
They don't even know that they've come, much less gone. Anyway, now let's look 
at the fourth and final beast which corresponds to the eighth and final beast in the 
Book of Revelation. And of course the significance of this and why I'm doing this 
program is to prepare you for this fourth beast. The fourth beast is the Antichrist 
and his kingdom is the One World Communist tyranny which we've seen right now 
taking over America as Daniel prophesized will happen. So let me get that verse.  
 
Verse number 7: “After this I beheld in the vision of the night, and lo, a fourth 
beast, terrible and wonderful, and exceedingly strong. It had great iron teeth, 
eating and breaking in pieces, and treading down the rest with its feet; and it 
was unlike the other beasts which I had seen before it, and had ten horns.” 
 
This last phrase the “ten horns” verifies that this is the same as the Scarlet Beast in 
the Book of Revelation. You remember that the Scarlet Beast which is the One 
World Communist tyranny is described as having seven heads and ten horns. 
These are the identical ten horns. This is the same beast, the last beast in Daniel 7 
is called the fourth beast. The last beast in Revelation is called the seventh beast, 
and it becomes the eighth beast, the eighth and final beast.  
 
And verse number 8: “I considered the horns, and behold another little horn 
sprang out of the midst of them: and three of the first horns were plucked up 
at the presence thereof”: now the King James says “(before whom):”, so there's 
a timing here which I think that could be. The Antichrist comes before the three 
other horns are plucked up. Or are they plucked up before the Antichrist? And 
there's a little confusion there depending on which Bible you read. It's not that 
important for us but we will soon find out: “and behold eyes like the eyes of a 
man were in this horn, and a mouth speaking great things.” 
 
The little horn is of course the Antichrist. And all of the prophecy people on 
YouTube, they understand that. They understand that the fourth beast in Daniel is 
the Antichrist, then they try to tell you who he is, but they can't tell you who the first 
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three are. By the way I meant to explain that the three ribs in the bear’s mouth, 
those represent the first three beasts. In other words the bear, the flesh that it 
devours will be Britain, America and Russia itself. And of course that corresponds 
exactly with what Mary said at Fatima that Russia would spread her errors 
throughout the world and several entire nations will be annihilated. So Mary was 
verifying what Daniel said here.  
 
And if you go on YouTube and you type in “Daniel 7 prophecy”, you'll get 
prophecies that simply don't understand the End Times interpretation. I know Irvin 
Baxter said that for example that the leopard represents Germany. It can't 
represent Germany because it has to represent both the king and the kingdom. 
The leopard is the United States, but I know there will be somebody who will make 
a comment on here saying that the leopard is Germany. You can't win.  
 
Okay now there was a feature about verse number 6 that I wanted you to note, so 
let me just show you that again.  
 
Verse number 6: “After this I beheld, and lo, another like a leopard, and it had 
upon it four wings as of a fowl, and the beast had four heads, and dominion 
was given to it.” 
 
The leopard has four wings and four heads. Notice those two fours. In this case 
you could substitute the number 4 for the word ”four”. There are three verses that 
have two fours in them, 6, 17 and 23. Those verses are related, and that's very 
important. There are many other “fours” in this chapter but only three verses have 
two “fours” like this, and when I get to the structure I will show you how that works. 
Although I've done this before, this is the very first time I've explained Daniel 7. 
 
Verse 9: “I beheld till thrones were placed, and the Ancient of days sat: his 
garment was white as snow, and the hair of his head like clean wool: his 
throne like flames of fire: the wheels of it like a burning fire.” 
 
“I beheld till thrones were placed, and the Ancient of days sat:” obviously God the 
Father, “his garment was white as snow”: notice there are four elements here 
describing Almighty God: “white as snow”, “the hair of his head was like clean 
wool”, “his throne like flames of fire”, and “the wheels have been like a burning 
fire”, four elements.  
 
Now in the next verse, number 10, we will see that the word “thousand” is repeated 
four times. 
 
 

10: “A swift stream of fire issued forth from before him: thousands of 
thousands ministered to him, and ten thousand times a hundred thousand 
stood before him: the judgment sat, and the books were opened.” 
 
Obviously talking about judgment here, God the Father is going to judge. The 
Douay Rheims says “ten thousand times a hundred thousand”. That would be a 
billion by the way; a billion standing before the Lord. Now verses 9 and 10, each 
have four elements. Let's look at verse 8. Just precede these two verses. 
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8: “I considered the horns, and behold another little horn sprung out of 
the midst of them: and three of the first horns were plucked up at the 
presence thereof: and behold eyes like the eyes of a man were in this 
horn, and a mouth speaking great things.” 
 
And notice that there is the little horn and three horns. So we see four here also, 
four horns, and then in 9 and 10 are four elements in each of those verses. 
Another example 4 4 4 again, not referring to the United States. And verse number 
11: 
 
“I beheld because of the voice of the great words which that horn spoke:” 
that’s the Antichrist, “and I saw that the beast was slain, and the body thereof 
was destroyed, and given to the fire to be burnt:”  
 
So we have the Beast and the body. The Beast represents the system, the One-
World Government, the Scarlet Beast, the eighth and final beast in the Book of 
Revelation. The Beast is slain. Notice this Beast does not go to Hell obviously 
because a government system cannot go to Hell, but the body thereof was 
destroyed and given to the fire to be burnt, and that would be the Antichrist. The 
Antichrist is the body, the personification of this fourth beast and of course that 
corresponds exactly with the Book of Revelation where the Antichrist and the False 
Prophet are cast alive into Hell. 
 
So now we're up through verse number 11. That's the summary of the entire 
chapter 7. All the verses after this expand on those 11 verses, but that basically 
sums up the whole story. The four beasts come up out of the earth, Britain, Russia, 
America and the final One World Government which replaces the first three. And 
the first three beasts, America, Britain and Russia are destroyed or their power 
taken away as we'll see later by Russia. The three ribs in the bear’s mouth 
represent those three nations, all three nations. They wiped each other out in 
World War 3 and at the bequest I guess you could say, of the Antichrist. The 
Antichrist wants all three destroyed to make way for him.  
 
So now I am just going to give a brief explanation of the structure of Daniel. All of 
Daniels vision chapters; the last six chapters have a hidden verse structure. That's 
what is meant when the angel tells Daniel to seal up his prophecy. There is a 
hidden verse structure. The hidden verse structure gives the same prophecy in all 
six and I've told you before what that prophecy is, and that is that Mary's Rosary 
will defeat the Antichrist. Of course you won't find that anywhere, so let me show 
you this chart and you can download this yourself from my website. 
 
We looked at the first 11 verses and we noted that verse number 6 has two fours in 
it as you remember that's the leopard that has four heads and four wings. Two 
other verses as I told you also have two fours, verse number 17, and I'll read that 
for you first: “These four great beasts are four kingdoms, which shall arise out 
of the earth.” Here by the way is where the angel or it's either Enoch or Elijah tell 
Daniel that the four beasts came out of the earth whereas Daniel saw them come 
up out of the sea. And the word “kingdoms” here shows you that when he says 
they come up out of the earth, that refers to the kingdoms. Daniel saw them as 
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individuals coming up out of the sea. The sea represents peoples in Bible 
prophecy and that's why the person that comes up out of the sea is a king. The 
kingdoms come up out of the earth, and verse number 23. 
 
“And thus he said: the fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon earth, 
which shall be greater than all the kingdoms, and shall devour the whole 
earth,” the One World Government, “and shall tread it down, and break it in 
pieces.” 
 
So here's how you discover the structure of Daniel chapter number 7. These three 
verses must line up. (Shown in red below in verses, 6, 17 and 23.) 
 

 
 
Those are the only three verses in Daniel 7 that have the number “four” twice that 
sets those verses apart, and when you line them up like this, then you get the 
structure. In other words these verses (on the left), you let them all fall where they 
may, so that those verses can line up. That means you have to stop at verse 
number 11, so that these verses line up. You have to stop at that point to get 17 to 
line up with verse number 6, and you have to stop at 17 and start with 18 over here 
(on the right column), so that these lines up and then it continues down to the last 
verse, verse number 28.  
 
This is the hidden verse structure and I'm not going to go into it today but I will 
prove that that is how Daniel wants this, and if you go to my website, you can read 
it there. That how Daniel shows that this is exactly how he wants this structure. 
And I'll tell you right now the meaning of it, because it's really the most important 
meaning in all of Daniel and in fact all of End Times prophecy, and that is that six 
verses here, (left top), six verses here, (middle top), six verses here, (right top) are 
followed by five verses here, (left bottom), and five verses here, (right bottom), 6 6 
6 is defeated by Mary's Rosary, the same as the five smooth pebbles that David 
chose against Goliath, even though he did not need five. He only needed one 
pebble.  
 
Now this prophecy is not popular as I say but nonetheless it is the truth, and I will 
continue this tomorrow, and I want to prove to you that these verses for example 
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(bottom left and right) are very closely related on either side. That's how Daniel 
proves that this is how he wants this structure. There's another proof too and we'll 
go through the rest of these verses because I think it's very interesting. 
 
It's an amazing prophecy about these End Times, and as I say, the personification 
of the first three beasts have all come and gone, Margaret Thatcher, Dmitry 
Medvedev and Barack Obama. All we are waiting for now is the fourth and final 
beast. 
 
So God bless all of you and may all of you have a very pleasant evening.  


